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Park signs a screw-up in progress 
 

I’ve written about my fair share of screw-ups over a long journalistic career. Easily the best came in 

the early stages when I was sent to a New Plymouth street that hosted a couple of churches.  

One congregation had scrimped to get money to have its driveway sealed, and engaged a contractor to 

do the work. Trouble was, he did the wrong church, whose congregation attributed this miracle to 

their god’s mysterious ways. 

I can’t recall the outcome, but will assume the contractor went back and sealed the right driveway as 

well, charged for only one, and the congregations shared the cost. That would be the only outcome 

you’d want from a blunder like that. 

The internet these days is full of much less appealing mistakes. “Biggest screw-ups” websites agree 

the greatest of all time happened in 1914 when Archduke Franz Ferdinand’s chauffeur took a wrong 

turn that delivered Austria’s ruler into the path of his assassin. The indirect result was World Wars I 

and II.  

I’m not saying the Pukekura Park steel signs screw-up is on that kind of scale, but they are less than 

useful if you want your signage to be legible (as stipulated by Section 9.1, Part 7, of the district 

council’s own 2008 bylaw).  

They cost the district more than $70,000, according to Daily News reports, plus a few thou more in 

attempts to right a problem caused by rusting steel faces that have indecipherable letters cut into them. 

It was an idea that might have been imported from Auckland; I saw something similar at that city’s 

Victoria Market recently. The Auckland ones work better because their backgrounds are the urban 

glare of buildings and sky, whereas the New Plymouth variety has mostly been set up with backdrops 

of light-sucking bush. 

After some experimentation and public consultation, the council has started to back the signs with ply 

sprayed with iridescent orange paint, which helps a bit.  

Unfortunately, whoever cut the letters into the signs seems to have used a different (bigger) font for 

the ampersands (& - the short version of “and”) and these stick out like the proverbial, well before 

you get close enough to decipher the signs. 
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There’s another problem already apparent.  

The beguiling rust finish is showing signs of 

leaching down over those signs that 

incorporate details about park features. They 

may become unreadable in the time it takes for 

rust to never sleep. 

I presume all these attempts to update the park 

signage are still a work in progress, because 

there are some inconsistencies.  

For example, one sign designates 

Smith Walk, but doesn’t tell us 

anything about Smith (he was an early 

park curator, William Walter Smith).  

That information is a few hundred 

metres away on an obscure brass 

plaque stuck to a rock at ground level 

near the band rotunda. 

Brian Scanlan – a park stalwart from 

last century and former editor of the 

Taranaki Herald – has a detailed sign 

devoted to him at the foot of Scanlan Walk, 

a path from the impressive new Victoria 

Rd gateway opposite Scanlan’s former 

residence on the corner of Shortland St, 

down to the lake.  

Until recently, there was sign calling it 

Scanlan Walk, but that’s disappeared, and 

no mention of it is made on the new 

Scanlan sign, despite numerous references 

to Scanlan Walk on park-related websites. 
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One of Scanlan’s newspaper contemporaries, 

Don Saxton, has his name on a new steel sign 

denoting the walk named after him around the 

southern side of the main lake, but it includes no 

explanation of who he was.  

He chaired the parks committee for 20 years to 

1968, according to a weathered brass plaque 

hiding further along the path. 

When you take a close look at the park’s labels, 

you can see other contradictions - some features 

are named after past park notables, others not.  

Former city councillor Brian Bellringer lives on forever because almost every sign mentions the 

Bellringer cricket pavilion, but the man who donated the tea house, Charles Burgess, missed out on 

naming rights, as did Leah Graham, whose 

bequest largely paid for the lake fountain. 

There’s not much park staff can do about 

such convoluted history, but they could be 

more vigilant about anything new. 

For instance, the plaque on a new seat near 

the fountain lake says it was given by the 

“decedent” of early settlers.  

A decedent, according to legal terms, is a 

dead person. Did they mean “descendant”? 

 


